HardTrack Mobile

Concrete Temperature and Maturity System

HardTrack makes your Concrete Talk

Technology at work for you
offers greater flexibility in retrieving data and calculating the maturity of your concrete.
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) which allows it to communicate between a
portable device and the RFID transponder (Tag) which is buried it the concrete.
The RF tags have the capability to capture the ambient temperature of the concrete
it is buried within, and send the information to the handheld via RF.
Using HardTrack, you will have all of the information you need at your fingertips,
both at the job site as well as in your archived records.

HardTrack Offers


Flexibility



Wireless Mobile Capability



Rapid Data Collection



Long read distances Fast data
downloads



Secure data exports



Transfer data from the

All time and temperature data is maintained in our RFID Tag’s memory. The tag has
the capability to store 10,000 data points (temperature, date and time). We import
all of the data into our portable for the maturity calculation, then can send it on to
the PC for posterity.

A flexible solution for your concrete needs

handheld to any Bluetooth enabled Device


Your choice of cost effective
RFID Loggers with or without

HardTrack offers greater flexibility in retrieving data and calculating the maturity of

external probes

your concrete.

Want to check your Temperature Logs without
going on-site? Ask about HardTrack Desktop
Wireless
Collect temperature data remotely without leaving your office!
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Sample HardTrack Screens

Temperature Log Screen

The sample screens to the right give
you an example of the flexibility of
HardTrack.

HardTrack significantly improves construction quality and lowers costs!

The iQ350TL Tag
The RF Tag when buried within the
concrete is able to transmit its signal
through the concrete.
Concrete Info Screen

The iQ350TE Tag with
Temperature Probe
When you are making those deep
pours, we can offer you the combination of our tag with a stain- less steel
temperature probe, you will still have
the RFID capability, but can now go as
deep as you wish.

Windows Tablet with Bluetooth Reader
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Access Your Temperature Logs
Remotely
Take advantage of HardTrack Desktop Wireless, with the added
ability of accessing your Temperature Logs remotely. With the
installation of the i-TOWER, which contains both a wireless connection to your temperature tags and to the Internet or a local
network at your construction site.
You will be able to access and download your temperature logs

from your home office or the construction site office without the
need to walk the construction site holding the Handheld device.
This will save you time, money and free up your Engineers so that
they are available for other value added activities.
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